
Art Lesson: Create a SNORT!
Henri and the Magnificent Snort

Imagine Henri's Snort: Henri's snort is a sound that you hear with your ears. Use you imagination to picture
what it might look like if you could see it with your eyes. Take a moment to think about what Henri's

magnificent snort might look like. How would you illustrate this distinctive characteristic in a creative and
playful way? 

Follow these steps to create a Snort Masterpiece: 
 

Materials Needed: 
Paper / Pencil/ Colored Markers, Crayons, or Colored Pencils 

 

Steps
1.

 

2. Design Your Snort: Use your imagination and artistic skills to draw Henri's snort on paper. Feel free to get
creative with patterns, shapes, and colors that represent Henri's joyful personality.

 

3. Incorporate Colors, Patterns, and Details: Use colored markers, crayons, or colored pencils to add vibrant and
lively colors and details to your snort design. Let your creativity shine through! 

 

5. Personalize Your Design: Henri's snort is a unique feature, just like your artistic interpretation. Add
personal touches that make your snort design one-of-a-kind.

 

6. Reflect on Uniqueness: As you work on your snort design, think about how Henri's snort makes him
special. Consider the message of embracing uniqueness and celebrating our differences.

 

7. Display Your Snort: Once your snort design is complete, proudly display it in a spot where others can see
it. Share it with friends, family, or fellow readers to spread smiles and positivity. 

 

8. Reflect on Henri's Journey: Take a moment to reflect on how this activity connects with the themes of
self-acceptance and celebrating individuality in Henri and the Magnificent Snort.

 
Remember, by creating your version of Henri's snort, you're honoring Henri's uniqueness and embracing your own

creativity. Enjoy crafting your Snort Masterpiece!
 

Want to share your SNORT with the world? For the chance to be featured on the book's website www.HenriandtheMagnificentSnort.com, have your
teacher or guardian email pictures of your Snort creations to sealavenderpublishing@gmail.com
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Unleash Your Imagination!
Instructions

Welcome to the Create a Snort Activity! Get ready to bring Henri's magnificent snort to life through your artistic and
creative talents. In this activity you'll have the opportunity to design your own version of Henri's snort, adding

colorful designs that capture its uniqueness.
 
 

 
 


